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For the reduction of power consumption of light-emitting devices, the importance of phosphor
research is increasing. It is necessary to investigate new e±cient phosphor materials for the applica-
tions, such as white light-emitting diodes (LED) or electroluminescence (EL) devices.
Phosphor materials including Si and rare-earth ions have been studied for use in various light
sources and displays. In particular, thiosilicate phosphors have the advantage that a low temperature
is necessary for fabrication, and various luminescence wavelengths from blue to infrared have been
reported. In addition, Eu2SiS4, Eu2SiS4:Er3+ and Ca2SiS4:Eu2+ have been fabricated directly on a
Si substrate. Phosphor materials have been used for emission layers of EL devices and solid-state
laser media. The application of thiosilicate phosphors as light emitters on Si substrates should be
examined.
Eu2SiS4 has low internal quantum e±ciency (IQE) due to concentration quenching between Eu2+
ions, and Ca2SiS4:Eu2+ undergoes hydrolysis in air. The purpose of the thesis is to improve the
internal quantum e±ciency of phosphor layers on Si substrates using Eu2+-doped barium thiosili-
cate phosphors and investigate novel rare-earth thiosilicate phosphor materials having high water
resistance.
Structural and optical properties of barium thiosilicate (Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5) powders are investigated
for 0 · x · 1. A monoclinic structure similar to SrSi2S5 is maintained for the whole range of x.
Green photoluminescence (PL) originating from the 4f65d-4f7 transition of Eu2+ is obtained. The
maximum IQE of 52% is found for x = 0:01. Green PL and EL are obtained from (Ba,Eu)Si2S5
fabricated on silicon substrate.
Novel yellow rare-earth thiosilicate phosphors (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 and (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 are
invented. PL and photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectra have broad pro¯le, and originate
from the transition between the ground 4f state of Ce3+ and the 5d state. The broad PLE spectra
indicate that these phosphors are excited e±ciently by near ultraviolet to blue light for white LEDs.
The maximum IQEs of 39% (x = 0:1) and 62% (x = 0:15) are obtained. In addition, they have
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?? ???? (Eu2+ ??) ????
BaAl2S4 467-473 nm [59{61]
SrAl2S4 495 nm [61]
CaAl2S4 516 nm [61,62]
BaGa2S4 493 nm [63]
SrGa2S4 534 nm [64]
CaGa2S4 565 nm [65]
BaIn2S4 663 nm [66]
SrIn2S4 614 nm [66]
CaIn2S4 731 nm [66]
BaY2S4 614 nm [21]
SrY2S4 628 nm [21]
CaY2S4 720 nm [21]
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2+ 505 [73] [76]
Ce3+ 508 [73] [76]
Ba3SiS5 Eu
2+ - ????????? [77]
Eu2SiS4 577 [75]
Er3+ 1540 Er3+ ????????????????? [78]




?????????????? 1971 ?? Avella ???? M2SiS4:Eu2+(M=Mg,Ca,Sr,Ba) ???
Ba2SiS4:Ce3+?Sr2SiS4:Ce3+ ???????????? (CL)??? [74]? 1975?? Olivier???
? Na4SiS4:Eu2+?Na2Si2S5:Eu2+?BaSi2S5:Eu2+?SrSi2S5:Eu2+?Sr2SiS4:Eu2+ ? CL??? [73]?






?????????????????Smet?? (Ca,Eu)2SiS4?Ba2SiS4:Eu2+ or Ce3+?BaSi2S5:Eu2+
or Ce3+ ??????????? (PL)?????????380 nm???????? LED?????
?????????????? LED ?????????? [76]???? Ca2SiS4:Eu2+ ? 3 ????
?????????????????????????? [79]??????????????????
????????????????Parmentier????? (Sr,Ca)2SiS4:Eu2+?(Mg,Ca)2SiS4:Eu2+ ?
???????????????????????? [80, 81]????? Ba2SiS4:Ce3+ ???????
????????????????????? (Al) ??????????????????????
? [82{84]??????????????????????????????????????????




??????????????????? Ba2SiS4:Ce3+ ?????? EL ???????? [77, 89]?




method : VLS method?[92]??????????????????????????????????









? [93]????????????????????????????????????? 1.5 ¹m???
?????????????????? (Er3+)?????????????????????????
????? Er?????????????????????Er2SiO5???? Er2SiO5 ???????
????????? (Y)????????????????? (Y,Er)2SiO5 ?????? Si?????
???????????? [94{98]??????????????????????? [99,100]?
?????????????????????????? Si????????? 1.1 eV(1.1 ¹m)??
?????????????????????? Si???????????????????????











?????????????? CaF2:Eu2+ [101]? EuSiO3 ??? Eu2SiO4 [102]????????
???????????? 1000±C ??????????????????????????? 700±C
???????????????????????????????????????????????




?? Eu2SiS4 ????? Si???????? [103]??????? 1.7.1??????????????
???????????EuS?? Si??????????????? Si??????????????
?? 10¡2 Pa?????????? 650±C??? 1050±C???????? Si??????????
?????????? X??????????????????????????Si????????
?????? Eu2SiS4 ????????????












???? Eu2SiS4 ???? Eu2SiS4:Er3+ ??? Ca2SiS4:Eu2+ ????? Si???????????
??? [78,103,104]?? 1.7.2? Eu2SiS4 ??? Ca2SiS4 ? PL??????? 1.7.3? Eu2SiS4:Er3+
? PL??????? (PLE)?????????????????????????????????
??????Ca2SiS4:Eu2+ ???????? Ca???? Eu??????????????????
?????? 560 nm??? 660 nm??????????????????Eu2SiS4:Er3+ ?????
Er3+ ???????????? PLE ??????????????Eu2SiS4 ? PLE ???????
????????? Eu2+ ???? Er3+ ???????????????????Eu2SiS4 ?????
????????????????????????????????? 1.7.4? Eu2SiS4:Er3+ ???




















































































? 1.7.4 Si???????? Eu2SiS4:Er3+ ??? PL??????????Ar???? 488 nm?















Eu2SiS4 ? Eu????? (Ba)????? Ba2(1¡x)Eu2xSiS4 ????????????? [105]?x
? Eu????????????? Eu2SiS4 ??? Ca2SiS4 ???????????????????
??????????????Eu2SiS4 ? Eu2+ ?????????????????????????




????(Ba,Eu)2SiS4 ????????????????Eu2SiS4 ? Ca2SiS4 ?????????
????????????????????? [75]??? Ba2SiS4 ? 2 ?????????????
Ba2SiS4 ??????????????Eu2SiS4 ? Ba2SiS4 ???????????????????
???????????????? Eu????????????
? 1.7.5 ???? 1.7.6 ? Ba2(1¡x)Eu2xSiS4 ????????????????????????
???? 1.7.7 ???? 1.7.8 ?? Eu ?????? PL ?????? PLE ?????????
Ba2(1¡x)Eu2xSiS4 ???????? Eu ?? x ???????????????????????
????? 0 · x · 0:6????? (??? Pnma)?0:7 · x · 1????? (??? P21/m)???
??????????????????????? Eu2+ ? 5d??????????????????





? 1.7.5 Ba2(1¡x)Eu2xSiS4 (x =
0:01; 0:02; 0:05)???????????
???? 365 nm??

























? 1.7.7 Ba2(1¡x)Eu2xSiS4 ? PL ??? PLE





































? 1.7.8 Ba2(1¡x)Eu2xSiS4 ? PL ??? PLE




24 ? 1? ??
1.8 ??????
1.8.1 ???????????????????
?????????????? Eu2SiS4?Eu2SiS4:Er3+?Ca2SiS4:Eu2+ ? Si??????????
????????????Ba2(1¡x)Eu2xSiS4 ??????????????????????????





























































? 2 ???? 4 ????? Eu????????????????????????????? 2 ?
?? BaSi2S5 ?????????????????????????????????????????
(Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?????????????? Eu ????????? (Ba,Eu)2SiS4 ????????
????????? 3 ??? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ??????????????????????????
????????????????????????(Ba,Eu)2SiS4 ????????????????
?? Eu???????????????????????????????????????? 4??
? Eu?????????????????? Si??????????????? X????????
??????? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?????????????????
? 5???? 8????????????????????????????????? 5????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
?????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ??? Y4(SiS4)3 ???????????????? 6??? Gd4(SiS4)3 ?
?? Y4(SiS4)3 ????????????? (Ce3+)????? (Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ?
??????????????????????? Ce??????????? X??????????
???????? 7??? (Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ??????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????? Ce???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? 8??? (Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ????
???????????????????????????????????????













?????Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5(0 · x · 1)?????????????? X??????? SrSi2S5 ?
?????????????????????????? BaSi2S5 ???????????????
??Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ?????????????????? Eu?? x??????????????
??Raman ???????????????????????? BaSi2S5 ????????????
Si4S 4¡10 ????????????????????





² BaSi2S5 (BaS:SiS2 = 1 : 2, ??? ??)
² Ba2SiS4 (BaS:SiS2 = 2 : 1, ??? Pnma [107])
² Ba3SiS5 (BaS:SiS2 = 3 : 1, ??? Pnma [108])
? 2.1.1???? 2.1.1? Ba2SiS4?? 2.1.2???? 2.1.2? Ba3SiS5 ???????????????
??????????BaSi2S5 ??? Ba2SiS4 ??????????????????????Ba3SiS5
?????????????????? [77]?
? 2.1.1 Ba2SiS4 ???????? [107]?
crystal system orthorhombic
space group Pnma
a / ºA 8.9304
b / ºA 6.7821




? 2.1.1 Ba2SiS4 ?????
? 2.1.2 Ba3SiS5 ???????? [108]?
crystal system orthorhombic
space group Pnma
a / ºA 12.121
b / ºA 9.527




? 2.1.2 Ba3SiS5 ?????
2.1 ??????????????? 29
????????????Ba2SiS4 ? Eu2SiS4 ?????? (Ba,Eu)2SiS4 ???????? 1.7??
??????????????????BaSi2S5 ? Eu??????????????????????









????????????????? (BaS)????????? (EuS)???????? (Si)?????
(S)?????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????






????????x? Eu??????????????????????? x = 0??? BaS: 150 mg,
Si: 50 mg, S: 114 mg????
(1¡ x)BaS + xEuS + 2Si + 4S! Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5
????? Si??? 20% ????????????????????Si????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
? [75, 105]??????????????? (Ca,Eu)2SiS4 ??????? CaS??????????
??? SiO2 ????????????????? [75]??????????????????????
????????????? Si????????????????????????
???????????????????? 10¡2 Pa?????????????????????
???????? 9 mm ?????????????? 150 mm ?????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????? x = 0???
??850±C? 24 h??????????????????????????????????????
????????? X????????????????Ba2SiS4 ?? Si?????????????
??????????????????????? Ba3SiS5 ???????????BaSi2S5 ????
???????????? Ba2SiS4 ??? Si????????????850±C? 24 h???????




















? 2.2.1 Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ??????????????????????? 10¡2 Pa????????







































? 2.2.2 ?????????????????????????? X??? (XRD)?????(a)
???? 2??(b)???? 1???? Ba2SiS4 ? XRD???????????????????
??????????????????????
? 2.2.2??????????????????????????? XRD????????????
??????????????????X????? (Rigaku? Rint2000)????X???? Cu-K®
???????? 2.2.2(a) ????? 2 ??? 2.2.2(b) ? 1 ??????????????????
Ba2SiS4 ? XRD???????????????????(b)? 1????????????????
??????????Ba2SiS4 ???????? (????)??? Si???????????????
?? (a)? 2????????????????????????(b)???????????????
??????????2??????????????? BaSi2S5 ?????????????????
?????Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ???????? 2.2.1????????????????????? Eu?
?? x = 0¡ 1??????????????
32 ? 2? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?????????????
2.3 BaSi2S5 ? XRD????????????
BaSi2S5 ?????????????????????????????????BaSi2S5 ????
????????????????????? BaSi2S5 ????????????????????
BaSi2S5 ????????????????????????????? (Ba2Ge4S10) [111]?????
?????????? (SrSi2S5) [85]???????
2.3.1 ???????????? (Ba2Ge4S10)????
?? Ba2Ge4S10 ?????? BaSi2S5 ??????????????Ba2Ge4S10 ????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? Ca2GeS4 [112] ? Mg2GeS4 [113] ??????????
?? Ca2SiS4 ? Mg2SiS4 ???????????? [75, 80, 114]??????BaSi2S5(Ba2Si4S10) ?
Ba2Ge4S10 ?????????????????????????????????????? 2.3.1
???? 2.3.1 ? Ba2Ge4S10 ???????????????????????Ba2Ge4S10 ????
Fd3m ??? Fd3 ?????????????????????? a = 14:899 ºA ????????
? [111]????Ge? S? Ge4S 4¡10 ?????????
? 2.3.1 Ba2Ge4S10 ???????? [111]?
crystal system cubic
space group Fd3m or Fd3




? 2.3.1 Ba2Ge4S10 ??????
BaSi2S5 ????????????????Ba2Ge4S10 ?????????????? XRD???
????????????????????????????? RIETAN2000 [115]????????
???????????????????????
² ???????Ba2+?S??? Ge4+ ????? Si4+ ????
² ?????????Fd3m?? A-227-2?Fd3?? A-203-2((Int. Tables??: 'A' or 'I')-(??
????)-(????))????
² BaSi2S5 ?????????? 2.2.2(a) ????????????????? a = 14:68 ºA ?
Ba2Ge4S10 ??????????
² ????? Ba2Ge4S10 ??????? [111] ??????????????????????
???"1"????








































? 2.3.2 ???????????? Ba2Ge4S10 ?? XRD??????????????????
?????????????
? 2.3.2 ? BaSi2S5 ? XRD ????? Ba2Ge4S10 ?????????????????????
????????????????????Ba2Ge4S10 ?????????? BaSi2S5 ??????
?????????BaSi2S10 ????? 2µ = 17.9±?23.26±?29.04±?34.96±?38.18±(? 2.3.2???
?) ????????????????????????????????BaSi2S5 ????????
Ba2Ge4S10 ?????? Fd3m??? Fd3??????????????????????
34 ? 2? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?????????????
2.3.2 ?????????????? (SrSi2S5)????
???????????????? SrSi2S5 ? Sr2SiS4 ?????????????????????
Sr2SiS4 ????? (??? P21/m)????????????? [116]. SrSi2S5 ??????????
?????????????????????????????????????? C2 ??????
????? [85]??????? [85]??????????????????????????????
????????????????????? SrSi2S5 ??????????????a = 17:5917 ºA,
b = 10:1647 ºA, c = 8:8462 ºA, ¯ = 70:6590± ????????????????????????
BaSi2S5 ???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????
????SrSi2S5 ??????????????BaSi2S5 ? XRD????????????????
?????????? BaSi2S5 ????????????????????????????????

























BaSi2S5の格子定数a, b, c を計算(β の初期値はSrSi2S5のものを使用)





? 2.3.3 BaSi2S5 ????????????
????
???¯ ????????? SrSi2S5 ? ¯ =
70:6590± ????????? a?b?c ?????
???????????????????????








??? SrSi2S5 ???? C2 ??????????
????
BaSi2S5 ????? a; b; c ? SrSi2S5 ?????
????????? 2.2%, 2.1%, 2.0% ?????
????? Ba2+ ??????? Sr2+ ?????
?? 13% ???????????????? [117]?





















































































BaSi2S5 Space group C2
a = 17.97 Å
b = 10.37 Å
c = 9.02 Å














































































? 2.3.4 BaSi2S5 ? XRD?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????
2.4 Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ? XRD??????????????
??? BaSi2S5 ???? C2????????????????????? Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5(x = 0-1)
? XRD????????????? [105]????? Ba2(1¡x)Eu2xSiS4 ?????????????
??XRD??? Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ?? Eu?? x???????????????
2.4.1 Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ? XRD????
? 2.4.1? Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ? XRD?????????????? EuSi2S5(x = 1)???????
? Eu2SiS4 ? XRD??????????????????? 2.4.1?????Eu?????????
????????????????????????????Bragg ???????????????
??????????? (????????? d)????????????????????????
?????????????Ba2+ ??????????? 15% ??? Eu2+ [117] ? BaSi2S5 ???
? Ba????????????????????????????????????????????
x = 0:01 » 0:9??????????????????????????????????(Ba,Eu)Si2S5
?????????????????
???x = 1??????Eu2SiS4 ?????????????????BaSi2S5 ?????????
?????????????????EuSi2S5 ??????????????????Eu2SiS4 ????
? (??? P22/m)??????????????????? [118]?BaSi2S5 ? SrSi2S5 ??????
????? EuSi2S5 ?????????????????????????????????????
????
36 ? 2? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?????????????
? 2.4.2? Ba2(a¡x)Eu2xSiS4 ? XRD????????? 2.4.2???? Ba2(1¡x)Eu2xSiS4 ? XRD
???????x = 0:6??? x = 0:7????????????????????Eu???????
??Ba2(1¡x)Eu2xSiS4 ?????? Ba2SiS4 ?????? (??? Pnma)?? Eu2SiS4 ??????
(??? P21/m)???????????????????? Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ???????????





















































? 2.4.1 Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ? XRD ????????? Eu2SiS4 ? XRD ???????????
???????????????????????????????????

















































? 2.4.2 Ba2(1¡x)Eu2xSiS4 ? XRD ????????? Ba2SiS4????? Eu2SiS4 ? XRD ?
?????????????????????????????????????????????
38 ? 2? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?????????????
2.4.2 Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ??????????
? 2.4.1 ? Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ? XRD ????????????????????????????
2.3.2??? 2.3.3?????????????????? 2.4.1?????? EuSi2S5 ???????
? SrSi2S5 ???????????????? 2.4.3? Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ????? a?b?c?????
? Eu????????????????????????? 2.4.2?? Ba2(1¡x)Eu2xSiS4 ?????
????
EuSi2S5 ? SrSi2S5 ?????? 0.4% ??????????????????????? Eu2+ ?
Sr2+ ???????????????????? [117]?????8 ???????????? Eu2+
?? 1.25 ºA?Sr2+ ?? 1.26 ºA????? 2.4.3???????? Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ????? a?b?c
? Vegard ????????????????????????????? x ???????????
???????????????????????????????Ba ? Eu ??????????
??????????????????? x?????? 10% ??????????????? 2.4.1
???? 2.4.3 ???????????????????????????????????????
?????????? Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ????????????????????????????
Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ? Eu ??? x = 0 ?? x = 1 ???????????????? a; b; c ?????
2.4% ?2.5% ?2.9% ???????????????????
???Ba2(1¡x)Eu2xSiS4 ???? Eu????????????????????????????
? Ba2(1¡x)Eu2xSiS4(x =0-0.6)???Eu???????????????? a???? c?????
?????? b??????????????? 2.4.2????????Eu??? x = 0?? x = 0:6
????????? Ba2(1¡x)Eu2xSiS4 ? a?? c?????? 3.5% ? 2.0% ???????????
? 2.4.1??????? Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ?? x = 0?? x = 0:6?????????? 1.2-1.4% ??
???????????
Ba2(1¡x)Eu2xSi4 ?????????????????Eu2SiS4 ???? Eu???????????
??????? [105]?Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ????????????????????BaSi2S5 ? EuSi2S5
???????? C2????????????????????
2.4 Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ? XRD?????????????? 39
? 2.4.1 ?? X????????????? Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5(x =0-1)??????
x Space group a / ºA b / ºA c /ºA ¯ / ± Reference
0 C2 17.97 10.37 9.02 70.7
0.1 C2 17.94 10.35 8.99 70.7
0.2 C2 17.9 10.35 8.98 70.7
0.3 C2 17.87 10.32 8.97 70.7
0.4 C2 17.83 10.31 8.94 70.7
0.5 C2 17.8 10.27 8.9 70.7
0.6 C2 17.74 10.25 8.89 70.7
0.7 C2 17.69 10.19 8.88 70.7
0.8 C2 17.62 10.15 8.85 70.8
0.9 C2 17.58 10.14 8.84 70.8
1 C2 17.54 10.12 8.84 70.8
































































? 2.4.3 ?? X????????????? (Ba1¡xEux)Si2S5 ????? (i) a?(ii) b?(iii) c?
?? (iv) ???
40 ? 2? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?????????????
? 2.4.2 ?? X????????????? Ba2(1¡x)Eu2xSiS4(x =0-1)??????
x Space group a / ºA b / ºA c / ºA ¯ / ± Reference
Ba2SiS4 Pnma 8.93 6.78 12.01 [107]
Ba2SiS4 Pnma 8.93 6.79 12.02
0.01 Pnma 8.91 6.78 12.00
0.02 Pnma 8.93 6.78 11.99
0.05 Pnma 8.87 6.78 11.98
0.1 Pnma 8.90 6.78 11.98
0.2 Pnma 8.80 6.79 11.94
0.3 Pnma 8.77 6.79 11.89
0.4 Pnma 8.71 6.79 11.83
0.5 Pnma 8.66 6.79 11.79
0.6 Pnma (P21/m) 8.62 6.79 11.77
0.7 P21/m (Pnma) 6.51 6.63 8.42 108.6
0.8 P21/m 6.51 6.63 8.34 108.6
0.9 P21/m 6.51 6.61 8.27 108.4
Eu2SiS4 P21/m 6.51 6.59 8.22 108.4
Eu2SiS4 P21/m 6.52 6.60 8.22 108.4 [118]
2.5 ?????????????? 41
2.5 ??????????????





?????????? (????? 785 nm)???????????????????????????
???????????? FT-IR(Thermo Scienti¯c?, Nicolet 6700)?????
2.5.1 ?????????? Raman???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
? [119{123]?????Cu8SiS6 ????? 2.5.1??? SiS 4¡4 ??????? Raman???????
????????????????? [120]?SiS 4¡4 ???????????????????????
??????????????? Si-S??????????? S?????????????????
???????? Raman??????????? SiS 4¡4 ????????????????????
?? [122]?????? SiS 4¡4 ??? Si-S ?????? 2.11 ºA ?????????????????
?????????????? SiS 4¡4 ????? Raman????????????????Cu8SiS6
???? 428 cm¡1 [120]?SiS2 ???? 430 cm¡1 [122]???????????????
S
Si
? 2.5.1 SiS 4¡4 ??????
????????????? Ba2SiS4?Eu2SiS4?Ca2SiS4 ?? SiS 4¡4 ??????????????
?????? [107, 118]??? Raman??????????????????????BaSi2S5 ???
??????????????? Raman???????????????? 2.5.2?????? Raman
???????????Ba2SiS4?Eu2SiS4?Ca2SiS4 ???????? 400 cm¡1 ?????????
??????? 422.8 cm¡1?410.0 cm¡1?405.8 cm¡1 ????????? Cu8SiS6 ? SiS2 ????
???????????SiS 4¡4 ????????????????????????????????
? Ba2+ >Eu2+ >Ca2+ ????Raman????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????SiS 4¡4 ???????????
????????????????????????????? Ba2SiS4 ? Eu2SiS4 ?? SiS 4¡4 ??
? Si-S??????????????? 2.101 ºA? 2.114 ºA??? [107,118]?
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? 2.5.2 Ba2Si4, Eu2SiS4, Ca2SiS4 ????????????SiS 4¡4 ?????????????
????????????????
2.5.2 BaSi2S5 ??????????
???BaSi2S5 ? Raman ??????????????????????? 2.5.3 ?? 2.5.4 ??
??? 2.5.2????????????????????????????????BaSi2S5 ?????
SiS 4¡4 ??? Si-S??????????????????????? Si? S???????Si? S?
?????????? Si4S 4¡10 ???????????? Ba2Ge4S10 ???? Ge4S
4¡
10 ? Ge???
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? 2.5.4 BaSi2S5 ???????????Si4S 4¡10 ????????????????????
???????????? (Rb4Si4S10)???????Si4S 4¡10 ?????????????????
? [123]?? 2.5.1???? 2.5.5? Rb4Si4S10 ???????????????????Rb4Si4S10 ?
?????? (??? C2/c)????Si? S???????????????? 2.5.6??? Si4S 4¡10
???????????????? [123]???Si4S 4¡10 ????? Td??????????????
?????????????????????????? ¡(Td)?? (2.5.1)?????? [123]?
¡(Td) = 3A1(R) + 3E(R) + 3F1(¡) + 6F2(IR;R) (2.5.1)
Rb4Si4S10 ???? Si4S 4¡10 ??????????????????????????? Raman??
?????? IR ????????????? BaSi2S5 ????????????????? 2.5.3 ?
??? 2.5.4????????? 2.5.2??? 2.5.3???????????????????????
44 ? 2? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?????????????
? 2.5.1 Rb4Si4S10 ???????? [123]?
crystal system cubic
space group C2/c
a / ºA 15.106
b / ºA 15.164
c / ºA 9.031




? 2.5.5 Rb4Si4S10 ??????
??? 2.5.3 ???? BaSi2S5 ? 152.0 cm¡1 ?? 617.9 cm¡1 ?????? 8 ??????????
??Rb4Si4S10 ???????????Si4S 4¡10 ???????????????????IR????
??????????????????????? BaSi2S5 ??????????????Si4S 4¡10 ?
???????????????????????????????????????????????




? 2.5.6 Si4S 4¡10 ??????
2.5 ?????????????? 45
? 2.5.2 ??????? Rb4Si4S10 [123] ??? BaSi2S5 ??????????????????
?? Si4S 4¡10 ?????????????
Symmetry Rb4Si4S10 [123] BaSi2S5
E 84.5 cm¡1
F2 141.3 cm¡1 152.0 cm¡1
E 156.5 cm¡1 175.2 cm¡1
F2 191.4 cm¡1 204.7 cm¡1
A1 264.1 cm¡1 279.8 cm¡1
F2
A1 368.1 cm¡1 380.8 cm¡1
F2
F2
E 535.2 cm¡1 538.7 cm¡1
F2 605.3 cm¡1 584.4 cm¡1
A1 629.7 cm¡1 617.9 cm¡1
? 2.5.3 ??????? Rb4Si4S10 [123] ??? BaSi2S5 ??????????????????
? Si4S 4¡10 ????????????.
Symmetry Rb4Si4S10 [123] BaSi2S5
F2 520.0 cm¡1 535 cm¡1
F2 611.6 cm¡1 570 cm¡1
46 ? 2? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?????????????
2.6 ? 2?????
? 2??? Ba1¡xEuxSiS5 ??????????????????SrSi2S5 ? XRD????????
?????????BaSi2S5 ??????? (??? C2)?????????????????????
Eu?? x??????????????????????????????????????????
?????? EuSi2S5 ????????????







?????Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5(0:01 · x · 1) ?????? PL ???????? PLE ???????
????????????????????????????? Eu????????????????
?????? Eu????????????????? 2?? Ba(Eu)???????? Eu2+ ????
????????????????????? PL???????????????????????




? 3.1.1 ? PL ??????????????????





















































































? 3.1.4????? PL??????????? Nd:YAG???? (355 nm????? 10 ns)????













































































? 3.2.1 Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ? PL??? PLE????? (x = 0:01; 0:02; 0:05)?PLE??????
???? PL ???????????????????????????????????????
??????
Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5(x = 0.01-0.05)? PL??? PLE??????? 3.2.1?????????????
??? Eu????????????????Eu2+ ? 4f7 ????? 4f65d????????????
?????????????? PL?????? 510 nm????????? 70 nm????????
???????? BaSi2S5:Eu2+ ???????? (??????508 nm????? 65 nm) [73]???
???????
? 3.2.2 ? Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5(x = 0.1-1) ? PL ??? PLE ????????????? Eu ???
Eu2+ ????????????????x = 1? PL????????? Eu2SiS4 ? PL??????
???????XRD??? (? 2.4.1)???x = 1????? EuSi2S5 ???? Eu2SiS4 ??????
??????????????????x = 1???? PL????????????????????
???????? EuSi2S5????????? Eu2SiS4 ???????x = 1????????????
?????????????????????????x = 0:01?? x = 0:9?????Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5
? PL??????????????????????? PL???????????????????






































? 3.2.2 Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ? PL ??? PLE ????? (x = 0.1-0.9)?PLE ?????????
? PL ??????????????????????????????????????????
???x =1??????? PL?????? Eu2SiS4 ???????
3.2 PL??? PLE??????????????? 53
3.2.2 Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ? PL?????????????? Eu?????
? 3.2.3? Ba1¡xEu2Si2S5 ? PL??????????????? Eu?????????????
????? Ba2(1¡x)Eu2xSiS4 ?????????Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ???????? x = 0:01 ???
52% ????Ba2(1¡x)Eu2xSiS4 ????? 42% (x = 0:01) ?????????Ba2(1¡x)Eu2xSiS4 ?
????Eu?????????????????????????????????????????
???????? [105]?
Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ???Eu??? x = 0:01?? x = 0:2????????? PL?????? 510 nm
?? 523 nm ?????????????? Eu ????????x = 0:02 ?? x = 0:6 ???? PL
?????? 523-524 nm ????????x = 0:6 ?? x = 0:9 ??? 523 nm ?? 500 nm ???
???????????Ba2(1¡x)Eu2xSiS4 ?? Eu??????????? PL??????????
?????Ba2(1¡x)Eu2xSiS4 ????????????1.3 ??? 1.3.3 ??????? Eu ????
?????????? (? 2.4.2 ??) ?????????????????? [105]????????




??????????2.4???????????Eu?? x????????? Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ???
???????? Ba2(1¡x)Eu2xSiS4 ??????????????????????? PL?????











































































? 3.2.3 Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ??? Ba2(1¡x)Eu2xSiS4 ??????????????????? Eu
?? x????????????? 325 nm??????????????




?? PL ????????????? PL ???????????????????????????










m??????????????????? NR???????? NNR ???? (3.3.1)??????
???????? (3.3.2)?? (3.3.1)????? (A0 ???)?
dm
dt
= ¡(NR +NNR)m (3.3.1)
m(t) = A0 exp f¡(NR +NNR)tg (3.3.2)
m????? I(t)????????? ¿ = 1=(NR +NNR)??????????????? (3.3.3)







¿ = 1=(NR +NNR)?????????? ¿ ? NR ? NNR ???????????
? 3.2.3????????? Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ?????????????????????????
????????????????? Eu????????????????????????????
????????????PL?????????????????? 2?? 2?? Eu???????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
3.3 PL?????? Eu???????? 55
3.3.2 ???? PL?????? PL??????












































? 3.3.1 Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ????? PL ????????? Gate ?? 10 ns ?????Delay
time?????????????? t = 0??????????























 x = 0.01  0.02
       0.05  0.1
       0.2   0.3
       0.4   0.5
       0.6   0.7
       0.8   0.9
 
? 3.3.2 Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ???????? PL????????????????Gate?? 10 ns
??????????
? 3.3.2? Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ? PL??????????????x = 0:05?? x = 0:5??????
PL????????????????????????? 514 nm?? 525 nm??????????
????????????????????????????????????????????500 ns
???????????????????????????????????????x = 0:01; 0:02?
?? x = 0:6; 0:7; 0:8; 0:9???????????? PL????????????????? 2???
????????????????????????????? 2?????????????????
?????? 2?????????? Eu2+ ??????????????(Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ??????
? (Ba,Eu)???????????????????
????????? 3.3.3? Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ? PL????????????????????? ¿1?
????????? ¿2 ????????????????????? Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ? PL????
????????????¿1 > ¿2 ????





































? 3.3.3 Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ? PL?????????
3.3.3 ???????????? PL????????
? 3.3.3 ??????? 2 ?? PL ??????????????????? ¿1 ? ¿2 ??????
????? PL??????????????????????????????PL????????
????????????????????? (3.3.4)??????? 2??????????????
???????????Ai?Ei?di (i = 1; 2)??????????????????????????
???????????????E2 > E1 ????

















1. ?? E1 ????????????????????????????????????????
??? PL?????? 1?????????????????
2. ???????????????????? E1 ???? d1 ?? (3.3.4)???????
3. E1 ??? d1 ???????? t = 0????? PL?????????????? A2?E2?d2?
A1 ??????? 2???????????????????????




? x = 0:05?? x = 0:6??????????x = 0:6???????????E2 ??? d2 ? x = 0:5
??????????? t = 0 ???????? E1?d1 ?????x = 0:01 ??? x = 0:02 ???
58 ? 3? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ??????????
??????? 3.2.1??????? x = 0:01; 0:02; 0:05?????????????????????
































? 3.3.4 ???????????? Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ? PL?????????? 2?????????????
???????? x = 0:05 » 0:9 ? E1 ??? E2 ?? 3.3.4 ????????????? E1 ?
?????Eu ???????? 2.41 eV(514 nm) ?? 2.36 eV(525 nm) ????????????
?????????? 2.4.1 ??????????????????????? 1.3.3 ???????
Eu2+ ???????????????????????????????????E2 ??????
E2 = 2:49 eV(497 nm)???????????????????????????????? x???
? 2.46 eV?? 2.51 eV??????????????????????????????Eu????
??????????????E2 ??????????????????? (1.2% -1.4%, ? 2.4.1)?
??????????????????????
? 3.3.5? x = 0:1???????? PL????????????????????????????
????????????????????? (3.3.4) ????????????????? (3.3.4) ?
? 2?????????????????????????????????????????? Deley
time ? t = 0 ?????????????????????????????? Deley time ????
???????????????????PL ???? t = 0 ns ?? t = 150 ns ??? 510 nm ??
517 nm???????????? 517 nm?????????????????????? 3.3.3??
???????497 nm? 517 nm??????? 2????????????????????????
2????????????????????????????








































? 3.3.5 Ba0:9Eu0:1Si2S5 ????? PL??????????????????????????
???????? Gate?? 10 ns?????Delay time?????????????? t = 0??
????????
60 ? 3? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ??????????
3.3.4 ???????????
Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 (x = 0:01; 0:1)???????????
? 3.3.5? 2??????????? PL???????????????????????????
??????x = 0:01 » 0:9 ?????????????????????????????????
Delay time???????????????????????? 3.3.6? x = 0:01??? x = 0:1??
PL??????????????????+????? E1 ???????????????????
????x = 0:01 ?? E1 = 2:36 eV (514 nm)?x = 0:1 ?? E1 = 2:40 eV (517 nm) ????± ?
???? E2 ???????????????????????????? Eu???? E2 = 2:49 eV
(497 nm) ????x = 0:01 ?????????????????????????????????
? ¿1 ? 227 ns???????????????????3.3.1???????? Eu????????
??????????????? [105, 124, 125]?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? [105]??














































? 3.3.6 Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 (x = 0:01; 0:1)????????? Eu??? +????? E1 ????
???????????????±????? E2 ??????????????????????
3.3 PL?????? Eu???????? 61
Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ???????????
?? Eu ????????????????? ¿1(E1 ????????????????) ???
¿2(E2 ????????????????)?? 3.3.7???????¿1=¿2 ?????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????¿1=¿2 ? 497 nm?????? 514-525 nm????????????
???? Eu??????????? PL???????????????????????? 3.3.7?
??¿1=¿2 ? x = 0:01?? x = 0:2?????????0:2 · x · 0:4??????????x = 0:4?












































? 3.3.7 Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ??????? ¿1 ??? ¿2 ???? ¿1=¿2?¿1 ? E1?¿2 ? E2 ???
????????????????
62 ? 3? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ??????????
3.4 ? 3?????
? 3????Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ????? (0:01 · x · 1)? PL???????? PLE??????
??????????????????????? Eu ?????????????????????




? 55% ????? CaGa2S4:Ce3+ ???????? 70% ???????????? [126, 127]????
¯-SiAlON:Eu2+ ??????? 50-70% ?????????? [128]?
???????? Eu ??? x = 0:01 ?? x = 0:2 ????????? 510 nm ?? 523 nm ?
????????????? Eu ????????x = 0:02 ?? x = 0:6 ???? PL ??????
523-524 nm????????x = 0:6?? x = 0:9??? 523 nm?? 500 nm???????????
????????????????? (Ba,Eu)2SiS4 ???????????????????????
????????????????? PL???????????????? PL??????????
????????????????????????PL ?????? 2 ?????????????
?????????? BaSi2S5 ??????? 2?? (Ba,Eu)??????????????????
?????????? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ??????????????????????????????
??2?????????????????????????????Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ? PL?????







?????????????? X???????? Si?????????? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?????
????????????Si??? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ????? PL?????????????????
???????? Eu???????????
64 ? 4? Si??? Eu???????????????????
4.1 Si??? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ???
???? 1.7??? 1.7.1????????????????????? [78, 103,104]???? Eu?
????????????????? Si?????????????????? Eu????????













(a) 750 ºC (b) 800 ºC 
? 4.1.2 ????????????????




??????? n ?? Si ?? (???? (100)??
??: 1-10 ­cm)??????Si????????
20 ???????????????? BaS ???
EuS ??????????????? 9 : 1 ??
???????????????????????
??????? BaS? EuS? 8 mg?1 mg???
32 mg?4 mg?????????????????
?????? 65 mm ?????????????
???????????????????????




????? 10¡3 Pa???????????? EuS
??????????????????? 1850±C






8 mm£ 8 mm ???????????????
1 mg ???????? 10¡2 Pa ????????
??????????? 9 mm??? 150 mm??
????????????????????????
????? 750±C?? 1050±C?????? 5 h?
? 24 h???????????????????????????????????????????
4.1 Si??? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ??? 65
????? 12 h??????????????????











(a) 750ºC 5 h加熱後12 hかけて冷却
5 µm
(b) 750ºC 5 h 加熱後急冷
? 4.1.3 ?????????????? Eu????????????????????????????









(b) 750ºC 12 h加熱(a) 750ºC 5 h加熱
2 µm
? 4.1.4 ?????????????? Eu????????????????????????????
? 4.1.4? 750±C? (a)5 h??? (b)12 h??????? SEM??????????? 0.5-5¹m?
????????????????????????????? 4.1.4(b)??????????????
??? Si??????????????????????????????????????????
????????????? 24 h?????????????? 4.1.4(a)? 5 h???????? Si?
??????????????Si????????????????????????????????
?????? 750±C?5 h???? 12 h????????????????????????????
?????? X?????????? PL-PLE?????????????
4.1 Si??? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ??? 67





































? 4.1.5 Si????????? Eu?????????????????? XRD????????
??? BaSi2S5 ??? XRD???????????
? 4.1.5? 750±C? 5 h??? 12 h??????????????? Si??? Eu????????
?????????? XRD ??????? BaSi2S5 ???????????????33± ?????
???? Si?????????????Si???????????????? BaSi2S5 ???????
?????????????????????Eu????????????????????????
?????????? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?????????? (Ba,Eu)2SiS4 ??????????????
Si????????????????????? BaSi2S5 ????????????????????
????????? Ba? Si?????????????????Ba : Si???????Ba2SiS4 ??
Ba : Si = 2 : 1???????? BaSi2S5 ?? Ba : Si = 1 : 2? Si?????????????? Si
? Si????????????Ba???? Si????????????????????????Si
????? BaSi2S5 ???????????????
68 ? 4? Si??? Eu???????????????????









































? 4.1.6 Si ??? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ? PL ??? PLE ?????????????????
Ba0:99Eu0:01Si2S5 ? PL ??? PLE ??????????????????????????
???????????PLE?????????? PL????????????????????
????????
? 4.1.6? Si??? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ????? PL??? PLE?????????????????
????? Ba0:99Eu0:01Si2S5 ??????????BaSi2S5 ???? Eu2+ ???? 1% (x = 0:01)?
???????????????????????????? Eu ???????? 10% (x = 0:1) ?
???????????????????????????????????????????????
3.2.3???????? Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ???? x = 0:01????????????????????
???? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ????? Eu????????????????????
4.2 ? 4????? 69
4.2 ? 4?????
? 4??? Si???? Eu?????????????????????????????????
????????????????750±C? 5 h???????? Si???????????????
??????????? X???????? Si????? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?????????????
??????????????????????????????? BaSi2S5 ?? Ba???? Si??









??????????????????????????? X ???????????? (P21/n) ?
Gd4(SiS4)3?????????????????? Y4(SiS4)3???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????










??????????????????? (Sc)??????? (Y)????? (La)??????? (Gd)
???????????Sc3+?Y3+?La3+ ???? 4f???????????????Gd3+ ? 4f?
?? 7???????????????? 315 nm????????????????????????





?????????????????????????? (Ln2S3?Ln : 3????????)????
?????? (SiS2)???????????????????????????????2??????
????? Eu2SiS4 ??? EuSi2S5 ??????????????????????????? 3??
????????
? 5.1.1 ?????????????¤????? EuS : SiS2 ?????????Ln??????
?????????????????????????????????????????? Ln =
Gd-Dy??? Ln = Gd?Tb?Dy???????????????????
Ln2S3 : SiS2 Crystal system Space group Ln Reference
Ln2SiS5 1 : 1 Unknown - La-Nd [129]
Ce2SiS5 1 : 1 Monoclinic P21/c Ce [130]
Ln6Si2:5S14 3 : 2.5 Hexagonal P63 Y, Gd-Dy [131]
Ln4Si3S12 2 : 3 Trigonal R3c, Ce-Gd [130,132]
Ln4(SiS4)3 2 : 3 Monoclinic P21/n Gd-Dy [133{135]
Ln6Si4S17 3 : 4 Triclinic C-1 Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm [130,136]
Eu2SiS4 2 : 1¤ Monoclinic P21/c - [118]




????????????????????????????????? Eu2SiS4 ? EuSi2S5 ????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
???????? 2 ??????????? 3 ?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
???????? Ln2SiS5 ???Ln = La-Nd?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? Ln6Si2:5S14 (Ln = Gd-Dy, Y)???
??? Ln4Si3S12 (Ln = Ce-Gd)?????? Ce2SiS5 ??? Ln4(SiS4)3 (Ln = Gd-Dy)??????
Ln6Si4S17 (Ln = Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm)? 4 ??????????????????????? Ce4Si3S12
???????? Ce2SiS5 ???????????????????????? [130]????????




² ???? Ln6Si2:5S14 (Ln = Gd-Dy, Y)
² ???? Ln4(SiS4)3 (Ln = Gd-Dy)
² ???? Ln6Si4S17 (Ln = Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm)
???????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? Ln6Si2:5S14 (Ln = Gd-Dy, Y)??????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????Gd4(SiS4)3 ???????????




???Ce6Si4S17 ??????????????????????????Ce3+ ? 5d-4f?????
????????????????????? [130]????????Ce??????????????
???????????????????????????????????? Ce6Si4S17 ?????
1050±C???????? Ce6Si2+xS14 ????????????????? [130]??????1050±C
???????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????? Ln6Si2:5S14 (Ln = Gd-Dy, Y)?????? Ln4(SiS4)3 (Ln = Gd-Dy)????
?? Ln6Si4S17 (Ln = Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm)??????










?????????????????? 5.1.1?????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ??????????????
??????Ce6Si4S17 ??????????????????????????????????? 8
??????????? [117]????Gd4(SiS4)3 ??? Ce6Si4S17 ???????????????
?????? 5.1.2 ?? 5.1.2 ???? 5.1.3 ?? 5.1.3 ?????????????????????
5.1.4?? 5.1.5????????????????????Gd4(SiS4)3 ???????? Gd????










































? 5.1.1 3????????????????????????????????????? 8??
????????? [117]?
5.1 ????????????????? 75
? 5.1.1???? Eu3+ ?????????1.066 ºA [117]????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????La3+ ? Y3+ ????????????????????
Ce3+ ? Dy3+ ????????Ln6Si4S17?Ln = Ce?Pr?Nd?Sm?? Ln???? La??????










? 5.1.2 Gd4(SiS4)3 ????? [133]?
? 5.1.2 Gd4(SiS4)3 ???????? [133]?
Crystal system Monoclinic
Space group P21/n
a / ºA 9.867
b / ºA 10.9969
c / ºA 16.462




? 5.1.3 Ce6Si4S17 ??????
? 5.1.3 Ce6Si4S17 ???????? [130]?
Crystal system Triclinic
Space group P -1 (2)
a / ºA 8.9576
b / ºA 10.0022
c / ºA 14.2651
® / ± 82.188
¯ / ± 86.889
° / ± 89.515
76 ? 5? ??????????????????????
? 5.1.4 Gd4(SiS4)3 ????? [133]?
Atom x=a y=b z=c
Gd1 0.6113 0.9831 0.1251
Gd2 0.8775 0.6526 0.06
Gd3 0.5329 1.377 0.1298
Gd4 0.3237 0.7595 0.289
S1 0.5059 0.7756 0.1882
S2 0.4189 1.1529 0.183
S3 0.7499 1.213 0.136
S4 0.8478 0.8357 0.1888
S5 0.6131 0.7617 0.0134
S6 0.9093 0.8482 -0.0535
S7 1.0441 0.437 0.0941
S8 0.3491 1.4803 0.2273
S9 0.6664 0.4733 -0.0222
S10 1.1525 0.7311 0.1263
S11 0.6582 1.0591 -0.0281
S12 0.7582 1.5431 0.1886
Si1 1.2218 0.554 0.1167
Si2 0.7003 0.8842 -0.0608
Si3 0.7097 0.7155 0.2336
? 5.1.5 Ce6Si4S17 ????? [130]?
Atom x=a y=b z=c
Ce1 0.47753 0.73133 0.54087
Ce2 0.58162 0.57886 0.1666
Ce3 0.83025 0.91349 0.34206
Ce4 0.12796 0.43096 0.32673
Ce5 0.39393 0.11542 0.18165
Ce6 0.94665 0.23952 0.00062
Si1 0.25 0 0.4154
Si2 0.2487 0.441 0.0773
Si3 0.7311 0.9382 0.0987
Si4 0.7735 0.5567 0.3949
S1 0.8407 0.5015 0.0567
S2 0.4863 0.0036 0.3771
S3 0.3159 0.5179 0.4673
S4 0.6059 0.7 0.346
S5 0.1785 0.0192 0.0428
S6 0.7972 0.4107 0.3047
S7 0.5097 0.8719 0.1133
S8 0.2415 0.6149 0.1498
S9 0.4578 0.3527 0.0476
S10 0.1145 0.2886 0.1605
S11 0.4282 0.3547 0.279
S12 0.2054 0.1905 0.4598
S13 0.1883 0.8649 0.5373
S14 0.8674 0.7844 0.1666
S15 0.1445 -0.0297 0.2926
S16 0.7477 0.1134 0.1681
S17 0.9818 0.652 0.3981
5.2 ??????????????????? 77
5.2 ???????????????????








Si, S???????????????????????????? Gd2S3 : Si : S = 2 : 3.3 : 6.6 ?
?? Y2S3 : Si : S = 2 : 3.3 : 6.6????????????????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ??? Y4(SiS4)3
??????????????????Si? S????????????? 10% ??????????
Gd2S3 ??? Y2S3 ?????????????????
2Ln2S3 + 3Si + 6S! Ln4(SiS4)3???? Ln = Y or Gd?
???????????????????? 10¡2 Pa??????????????????????
??????? 9 mm?????????????? 150 mm??????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
? 950»1050±C? 24»48 h??????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? 5????
????









???? ???? ???? ??????
1050±C 48 h ???? ???
1050±C 24 h ???? ????
1030±C 24 h ???????? ??






???? ???? ???? ??????
1050±C 48 h ???? ???
1050±C 24 h ???????? ??
5.2 ??????????????????? 79
5.2.3 ?????????????????????????????? XRD ?
???
? 5.2.1??????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? X ?????????????????????? Gd4(SiS4)3??????
Gd4Si3S12?????? Gd6Si2:5S14 ? XRD????????????????????XRD???
???????????? 2.3????? RIETAN2000?????????????????????
????????????????????????????? [131,132] ?????????????
















































? 5.2.1 ?????????????????????????????????????? XRD
???????????????? Gd4(SiS4)3?????? Gd4Si3S12?????? Gd6Si2:5S14
? XRD????????????????????
80 ? 5? ??????????????????????
????????????????? XRD ??????????????????950±C?24 h
????????????? Gd6Si2:5S14 ??????????????????????????
???????????????Gd6Si2:5S14 ?? Gd2S3 : SiS2 = 3 : 2.5 ???????????






??1050±C? 24 h???????????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ???????? Gd2S3 ????????
?????? (?????????????????)???????????????????????










????????? 1050±C? 48 h??????????????????????????1050±C?
24 h?????????????????????????????????????????????
????????? XRD?????????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ? XRD???????????????
???????????????????????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ?????????????????
?????????????????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ? Gd???? Y?????????? Y4(SiS4)3
???????????????????
????????Gd4(SiS4)3 ???????????????????????? 1030±C ? 24 h?
Y4(SiS4)3 ????? 1050±C? 24 h?????????????????????????????
?? 3??????????? Ce3+ ???????? (Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ???
????????????? Gd6Si1:5S14 ??? Y6Si2:5S14 ???????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????




???????????????????? La6Si4S17 ?????????????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ?
?? Y4(SiS4)3 ???????????????????????????????????????
?? La2S3, Si, S ???????????????????????????? La2S3 : Si : S = 3 :
4.4 : 8.8?????????Si? S????????????? 10% ??????????La2S3 ??
???????????????
3La2S3 + 4Si + 4S! La6Si4S17
???????????????????? 10¡2 Pa???????????????????????













???? ???? ???? ??????
1050±C 24 h ??????? ????
1030±C 24 h ??????? ????
1010±C 24 h ??????? ????
990±C 24 h ???????? ??
82 ? 5? ??????????????????????
5.2.6 ???????????? XRD????
? 5.2.2 ????????????????????????????? X ???????????
?????????????????? Ce6Si4S17 ? XRD????????????? RIETAN2000
[115] ????????????????????Ce6Si4S17 ???????????? 5.1.3 ???
? 5.1.5 ???????????1100»1500±C ????????????? Ce6Si4S17 ??????
XRD ???????????????????????????????????? La6Si4S17 ?
??????????????????????? La6Si4S17 ? XRD ?????????????
RIETAN2000 [115] ????????? 5.2.2 ???????????? La6Si4S17 ????????
???????????????XRD???????????????????????? 1050±C?
24 h ??????????????????????????????? a = 9:02 ºA?b = 10:08 ºA?
c = 14:36 ºA?® = 82:16±?¯ = 86:82±?° = 89:62± ????????a?b?c ?? 5.1.3 ????
Ce6Si4S17 ????? 1% ?????????? La3+ ??????? Ce3+ ????? 1.5% ????
? [117]???????????????????????????????????????????




??????????????????????? Si???????????? LaS2 ? La4S7 ???






???????????? La5Si4S17 ????????????????????? Ce3+ ??????
?????????????????????????????????????????? La6Si4S17











































? 5.2.2 ???????????????????? XRD ????????????????
Ce6Si4S17 ??? La6Si4S17 ? XRD????????????????????




Y4(SiS4)3?????? La6Si4S17?????? Ln6Si2:5S14(Ln = Gd or Y)????????????
???????????????????? (P21/n)? Gd4(SiS4)3 ??? Y4(SiS4)3 ???????
????????????????????????? Ln6Si2:5S14(Ln = Gd or Y)????????










? 5 ???????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ??? Y4(SiS4)3 ?????????????????
??????????????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ????? Y4(SiS4)3 ??? 3 ???????
???? (Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ????????????????????
(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ?????????????????? P21/n??????
? Ce?? x??? X?????????????????(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3
????????????? Ce??????????????
86 ? 6? (Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ??????????
6.1 ????
???? (Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ?????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? Gd2S3?Y2S3?Ce2S3?Si? S???
????????????????????????? Gd2S3 : Ce2S3 : Si : S = 2(1¡ x) : 2x : 3.3 :
6.6??? Y2S3 : Ce2S3 : Si : S = 2(1 ¡ x) : 2x : 3.3 : 6.6?????????x? Ce??????
??????? Ce?????????????Ce???????? Ce6Si4S17 ??????????
??????????????Ce?? x? (Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ??????????
??????????????? x = 0:01-0.3?????????Si? S?????????????
10% ??????????Gd2S3 ??? Y2S3 ?????????????????
2(1¡ x)Ln2S3 + 2xCe2S3 + 3Si + 6S! (Ln1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3???? Ln = Y or Gd?
???????????????????? 10¡2 Pa ?????????????????????
???????? 9 mm ?????????????? 150 mm ???????????????
?????????????????????????????????? 5 ??????????
(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? 1030±C? 24 h???(Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? 1050±C? 24 h????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? 5????????????????????????????????
?????x = 0:01-0.1???? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? x = 0:01-0.3???? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ?
????????????????????? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3(x = 0:15)???????????
??1????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????? 6.1.1??????????
??????(Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??????(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? Ce?? x = 0:01-0.1?????
»???????????????????? x = 0:15?????????????????????
???????????????????????????Gd4(SiS4)3 ??? Y4(SiS4)3 ??????
?????????????????????????
(a) (Gd1-xCex)4(SiS4)3
x = 0.01      0.05         0.1         0.15 
(b) (Y1-xCex)4(SiS4)3
x = 0.01          0.05         0.1         0.15           0.2    0.3
紫外線励起 (365 nm)




???? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 (x = 0:01-0.15)??? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 (x = 0:01-0.3)?????
?? X??? (XRD)???????????????????????????? Ce???????
???????








































? 6.2.1 (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? XRD????????? Ce?? x????????
? 6.2.1? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? XRD?????????????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ??? XRD?
?????????????????????????????? 2.3 ????? RIETAN2000 [115]
?????????????????????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ???????????? 5.1.4????
Gd4(SiS4)3 ????? [133]?????Ce?? x = 0:01-0.1????????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ????
?????????????????????????????????????????
???Ce ?? x = 0:15 ?????????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ??????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
88 ? 6? (Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ??????????
x = 0:15???????
? 6.2.1???x = 0:15????? XRD???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????












































? 6.2.2 x = 0:15 ????? Ce ?????????????????? XRD ????????
??????? Gd6Si2:5S14 ??????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ? XRD???????????????
?????????????????????????????????
? 6.2.2 ? x = 0:15 ?????????????????? Ce ???????????? XRD ?
???????????????????????? 1000»1030±C????????????970±C?






?????Ce?? x = 0:01-0.1?????????????? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ???????
?????????x = 0:15???????????????????????? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3
?????????? Ce?? x = 0-0.1???????????????
6.2 ?????? 89
6.2.2 (Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ? XRD????
? 6.2.3 ? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? XRD ????????Ce ?? x = 0:01-0.3 ?????????
Gd4(SiS4)3 ?????????????????????????????????????????
? Y4(SiS4)3 ? XRD????????????? RIETAN2000 [115]??????????????








????? Ce?? x = 0-0.3????????????








































? 6.2.3 (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? XRD????????? Ce?? x????????
6.2 ?????? 91
6.2.3 (Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ??????????
? 6.2.1 ???? 6.2.4 ?? 6.2.1 ? XRD ??????????? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ?????
????? 6.2.1 ??????????????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ??????? [133] ????????
?????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ???????????? [133]????????? 0.1% ????????
??????????Ce??? x = 0?? x = 0:1???????????? a?b?c????? 0.1%
?????????????????????? Ce3+ ???? Gd3+ ???? 9% ?????????
?????????Ce3+ ? Gd4(SiS4)3 ?????????????????????
? 6.2.1 XRD??????????? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ?????????????????
?? Gd4(SiS4)3 ????? [133]?????
(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 a / ºA b / ºA c / ºA ¯ / ± Reference
Gd4(SiS4)3 9.87 11.00 16.46 102.67 [133]
x = 0 9.88 11.01 16.47 102.68
0.01 9.88 11.01 16.48 102.68
0.05 9.88 11.01 16.48 102.68
0.1 9.89 11.02 16.50 102.68
? 6.2.2???? 6.2.4?? 6.2.3? XRD??????????? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??????
???? 6.2.2???????????????????? Ln4(SiS4)3 (Ln = Gd, Tb, Dy)??? Y3+
?????????????? Dy3+ ?????? Dy4(SiS4)3 ??????? [135] ????????
?????? Y4(SiS4)3 ???????? Dy4(SiS4)3 ??????? [135]? 0.1% ????????
???????(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ?????? Ce?? x = 0-0.1??????(Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ?
??????? a?b?c ????? 0.1% ???????????? Ce3+ ???? Y3+ ???? 12%
??????????????????????Ce??? x = 0?? x = 0:3???????????
a?b?c????? 0.4% ???????? Ce3+ ? Y4(SiS4)3 ??????????????????
???
? 6.2.2 XRD ??????????? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ?????????????????
?? Dy4(SiS4)3 ????? [135]?????
(Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 a / ºA b / ºA c / ºA ¯ / ± Reference
Dy4(SiS4)3 9.81 10.94 16.36 102.86 [135]
x = 0 9.81 10.95 16.37 102.83
0.01 9.81 10.94 16.37 102.83
0.05 9.82 10.95 16.38 102.83
0.1 9.82 10.95 16.39 102.81
0.15 9.83 10.96 16.40 102.82
0.2 9.84 10.97 16.42 102.82
0.3 9.85 10.99 16.45 102.80
































































? 6.2.4 ?? X ????????????? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ?
???? (i) a?(ii) b?(iii) c??? (iv) ???
6.3 ? 6????? 93
6.3 ? 6?????
? 6 ??? Gd4(SiS4)3 ????? Y4(SiS4)3 ??? 3 ??????????? (Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ?
?? (Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ????????????????????????????(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3
?? Ce ?? x = 0:01-0.1?(Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ?? Ce ?? x = 0:01-0.3 ????????????
????? P21/n???????????????????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ?????????? X?
??????????????? a = 9:88 ºA? b = 11:01 ºA?c = 16:47 ºA?¯ = 102:68± ??????
?????????????????Y4(SiS4)3 ????? X?????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ???????
????? P21/n???????????????????????Y4(SiS4)3 ???????????
P21/n????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? Y4(SiS4)3 ?????????? X?
??????? a = 9:81 ºA?b = 10:95 ºA?c = 16:37 ºA?¯ = 102:83± ???????????????
???? Y4(SiS4)3 ?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ????????
??????Ce???????????? a?b?c??????????? x = 0-0:1????????
0.1% ?????????????????(Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ?? x = 0-0:3???? 0.4% ????
?????????????Ce???????????????? Ce3+ ? Gd3+ ??? Y3+ ????






???? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??????????????PL ???
???PLE??????????????????????????????????????????
?????PL?????? PLE????????????????????? Ce?????????
????????????? PL???????????????????????? PL??? PLE
???????????????????????????????????
96 ? 7? (Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ?????
7.1 PL??? PLE?????
???? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ???????????????? (PL)
???????????? (PLE)??????????????????????? PL??????
??????????????? 3????????



































? 7.1.1 (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? PL????????? PLE?????????????????
?????????????????? Ce?? x????????PLE?????????? PL
?????????????????????????
? 7.1.1 ? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? PL ???????? PLE ?????????PL ??????
???????????? 7.1.2 ??????? Ce3+ ???? 5d-4f (2FJ) (J = 5=2; 7=2) ????
?????????????????????? Ce ??????????????????????
x = 0:01-0.1??? 575 nm?? 595 nm????????PLE?????? 300 nm?? 500 nm?
????????????????????360 nm? 435 nm??????????????????
??????(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ?????? LED??????????????????????
? LED ??????????? » ???????????????????????(430 nm ??
? PLE ?????)/(365 nm ? PLE ?????) ???????x = 0:01 ?? 0.5 ????????
x = 0:1?? 0.8????????????PLE?????? 2?????????????? 365 nm
????? Ce???????????????????????430 nm?????????????
?????????? Ce??? x = 0:01?? 0.1??????? 430 nm?? 435 nm??????
????PLE???????????????? 7.1.2??????????PL?????? PLE?

















????????????? Ce3+ ?????????????? 2????????????
98 ? 7? (Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ?????














 x = 0
 x = 0.01
? 7.1.3 (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ???????????????????????????????
????????? C11347-01??????





????? 7.1.3???????????? 7.1.1? PLE?????????????????????
Ce3+ ???????? x = 0 ????? 360 nm ???????????????????????
Gd4(SiS4)3 ? PLE?????? 365 nm?????????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ????????????
????????????????Ce ????? x = 0:01 ????? 360 nm ??????????
430 nm?????????????????? Ce3+ ???? 4f-5d???????????????
???????????????????? 430 nm??????? Ce3+ ???? 4f-5d??????
?????????????????? 365 nm????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ??????????????
??????????????(Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ???? Ce3+ ??????????????????
???? 7.1.4?????????????? 7.1.1? PLE??????????Ce????????
??? Ce3+ ?????????????????????????????????????



















? 7.1.4 (Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ???? Ce3+ ??????
100 ? 7? (Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ?????









































? 7.1.5 (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? PL????????? PLE ?????????????????
????????????????????? Ce?? x????????PLE?????????
? PL?????????????????????????
? 7.1.5? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3? PL???????? PLE?????????(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3
?????Ce3+ ???? 5d-4f (2FJ) (J = 5=2; 7=2) ?????????? PL ?????????
???????????? Ce ??????????????????????x = 0:01-0.3 ???
545 nm ?? 580 nm ????????PLE ????????? 300 nm ?? 500 nm ??????
???????????????360 nm ? 440 nm ?????????????????????
???(Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ???? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ???????????? LED ?????
?????????????????? LED ??????????? » ????????????
???????????(440 nm ??? PLE ?????)/(360 nm ? PLE ?????) ?????
??(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ???? Ce ???????????????????x = 0:01 ?? 0.5 ?
???????x = 0:3 ?? 1.1 ???????????? 2 ??????? 7.1.4 ???????
(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ????????440 nm????????????? Ce3+ ??????360 nm
??????????? Y4(SiS4)3 ???????????????????????????????
7.1 PL??? PLE????? 101
???PLE?????? 2?????????????? 360 nm????? Ce?????????
??????????????440 nm ??????????????????????? Ce ???
x = 0:01?? 0.1??????? 435 nm?? 445 nm??????????PLE?????????
??????? 7.1.4???????(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? PL??? PLE?
????????????? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ?????? PL??? PLE?????? Ce??
??????????????????????????? 7.3?????















 x = 0
 x = 0.01
? 7.1.6 (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ???????????????????????????????
????????? C11347-01??????
? 7.1.6 ? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??????????????????? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??
???????????????????????????????? C11347-01??????Ce3+ ?
??????? x = 0 ????? 345 nm ???????????????????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ?
360 nm???????????Y4(SiS4)3 ??????????????????????????Ce
????? x = 0:01????? 345 nm?????????? 440 nm??????????????
???? Ce3+ ???? 4f-5d?????????????????????????(Y1¡xCex)(SiS4)3
??????????????? 440 nm??????? Ce3+ ???? 4f-5d???????????
????????????? 360 nm????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ???????????????????
????????????



















































? 7.2.1 (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??????????????????
?????????????????????????? Ce3+ ????????????????
??????
? 7.2.1 ? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??????????????????
?????????????????????????????????? 8% ???????????
??Ce ?? x = 0:01-0.1 ???? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ???????? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ???
??????????(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ?? Ce ???????????????????x = 0:1
?????? 39% ??????????????(Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ?? Ce???????????
??????? x = 0:15???? 62% ???????x = 0:2????????????????
?????????? Ce ?? x ??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? [105]???????????????
?? Ce ?? x ???????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????? Ce3+ ??????????? [139, 140]???????
????Ce3+ ? 5d?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????? 5d????
????????????????????? 7.1.3 ???? 7.1.6 ??????Gd4(SiS4)3 ????






??? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ???????? PL ???????????????????????
???????????????????? (Gd0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ????
300 K??? 20 K? PL????????????????????????? 7.2.2???? 7.2.3?
300 K ??? 20 K ????? (Gd0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ? PL ???????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????20 K???????? 300 K????????? PL??
????????????????(Gd0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ?? 300 K? 1.7??(Y0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3
?? 300 K? 1.3??????????????????????????????? Ce3+ ?????
????????????(Y0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ?????????????????????????
























   20 K
? 7.2.2 (Gd0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ???? PL????????????????? 430 nm????
























   20 K
? 7.2.3 (Y0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ???? PL????????????????? 430 nm????
7.3 PL??? PLE????????????????? 105
7.3 PL??? PLE?????????????????
????? 7.1.1 ?? 7.1.5 ???? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? PL ??? PLE




? 7.3.1 ? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? PL ?????? PLE ?????
???????????? Ce ?? x ??????PL ?????? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ????
(Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ?????????????????Ce3+ ??????????? PLE ??
???? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ???? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ?????????????????
(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? PL ?????? Ce ??????????????
???????? Ce3+ ??????????? PLE?????? PL??????? Ce?????
????????????????????????????????????? Ce????????
?????????????????????
? 7.3.1 PL??? PLE??????????? Ce?? x????
(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 PLE peak / nm PL peak / nm
??????????? Ce3+ ?????
x = 0:01 365 430 575
0.05 365 430 575
0.1 365 435 595
(Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 PLE peak / nm PL peak / nm
??????????? Ce3+ ?????
x = 0:01 360 435 545
0.05 360 435 560
0.1 360 440 570
0.15 360 440 575
0.2 360 445 580
0.3 360 445 580
106 ? 7? (Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ?????
7.3.1 ?? Ce?? x?? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ????




??????????????(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? PL????????
????????????????????????PLE????????? Ce3+ ?????????
????????? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ???? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??????????????
?????????????????? Ce3+???? 5d??????????????????1.3?
?? 1.3.4????????Ce3+ ? 5d?????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? 6.2.1???? 6.2.2?????(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3??? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3
??????????????????????????????? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??????
??????????????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ????? Gd???? Gd-S????? Y4(SiS4)3 ??
???????? Dy4(SiS4)3 ????? Dy???? Dy-S??????? 0.7% ?? 0.8% ????
???????? [133,135]?????5d?????????? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ????????
?????????????????? PLE????????? Ce3+ ??????????????
???????????????????(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? PL?????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??????????????????????
?????? 1.3??????????? 1.3.8????????????????????? Ce3+ ?
??????????? Ce3+ ?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? Ce3+ ??????????????????????????
??????????? Y4(SiS4)3 ?????? Ce3+ ??????????????????????
???????????????
7.3.2 Ce?? x????? PL??? PLE????????
???(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? PL??? PLE?????? Ce????
?????????????????????????????????? a?b?c? Ce?? x???
????????????? 6.2.1???? 6.2.2?????????????? 7.3.1???????
???????? Ce?? x?????? Ce3+ ????????????? PL??? PLE????





7.4 ???? PL?????????????? 107
7.4 ???? PL??????????????
(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? PL??? PLE?????? Ce?? x????






Ce?? x?????? PL??? PLE???????????????? 1??????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? 3 ???
(Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ??????? PL?????? Eu?????? 2????????????????
????????????Gd4(SiS4)3 ??????? Gd ???? 4 ??????????????
? [133]?????? Y4(SiS4)3 ?????????? Dy4(SiS4)3 ?? 4??????? [135]????
??(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? PL??? PLE????????????????
???????????????????? 3?? 3.3?????????????????? PL??
??????????? PL??????????????????????????????
? 7.4.1? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ????? PL????????????
??????? Ce?? x???????????????????????????????????
?????????????? PL???????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? Ce3+ ? 5d-4f (2FJ) (J = 5=2; 7=2)
?????????????????











































? 7.4.1 (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ????? PL???????????
????????????????????Gate?? 10 ns??????????????????
??????????????? 0 ns??? Delay time????????
7.4 ???? PL?????????????? 109
7.4.2 ??????
???? PL????????????(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? PL???
???????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????? PL ??????
??? 400-500 nm??? 700-800 nm?????????????????????????????
???? 7.4.2???? 7.4.3?????????????????????????????????
??????????????? Ce3+ ??????? [105]??????????????? Ce3+ ?
??????????????Ce3+ ????????????????????????? 3.1???
???????????????? PL?????????????? Nd:YAG??????????
(355 nm)????????????? 7.1.1???? 7.1.5???????? PLE?????????





















 x = 0.01
       0.05
















? 7.4.2 (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ???????????????? PL ?????? 400»500 nm
??? 700»800 nm?????????????????????????























x = 0.01  x = 0.05
      0.1          0.15
















? 7.4.3 (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ???????????????? PL?????? 400»500 nm?
?? 700»800 nm?????????????????????????
7.4 ???? PL?????????????? 111
7.4.3 ??????? Ce?????
??????????????(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??????????????????? 1/e ????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
??? 7.4.4 ????????????? ¿1(Gd-thiosilicate, 400-500 nm)?¿2(Gd-thiosilicate, 700-
800 nm)?¿3(Y-thiosilicate, 400-500 nm)?¿4(Y-thiosilicate, 700-800 nm) ????????????
? Ce ????????????????3.3 ??????????????????????? ¿ ?
??????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ????????? 7.2.1
??????? Ce ?? x ?????????????????????(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ???


































? 7.4.4 (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3??????? ¿1?? 7.4.2?400-500 nm??¿2(? 7.4.2?700-800 nm)
? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??????? ¿3?? 7.4.3?400-500 nm??¿4?? 7.4.3?700-800 nm???
??????????????????
112 ? 7? (Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ?????
7.5 ?? PL??? PLE?????
???? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? PL??? PLE?????????????
?????????????????????20 K? PL??? PLE????????????1.3?













































? 7.5.1 (Gd0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ???? 20 K ?? PLE ????
???????????????????????????PLE????????????????
?????? PL??????575 nm? 545 nm?????
??????PL??????????????????????????????????????
????????????????? PL?????????????????? 20 K?? PLE??
???????? 7.5.1? (Gd0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ?????? 20 K??
?? PLE?????????(Gd0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ?? 365 nm?(Y0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ?? 350 nm
???????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? Ce3+ ???????????????????
????????? Ce3+ ?????????? 380 nm ????????????????????
7.5 ?? PL??? PLE????? 113
??380 nm ??????????????????? 400 nm ??? 430 nm ??????????
????????????? 7.1.2???? Ce3+ ? 4f??????????? 5d?????????
???????
7.5.2 ?? PL??? PLE????????????????????
? 7.5.2??20 K?????? (Gd0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3??? (Y0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3????????
??????????????????? PL??? PLE?????????? 7.5.2(a)?? 7.5.2(b)
??? 7.5.1? 20 K???? Ce3+ ??????????????? 400 nm?430 nm???????
?????? PL????????????????? 550 nm????? 600 nm??????? 2?
????????? PL?????????????????????????????? PL????
?????????? 7.5.2(a)?? 0.6»0.7?????????? 7.5.2(b)?? 0.5????????
?????????????????????????????? PL???????????????
???????????????550 nm ????????????????????????? PLE
??????? 7.5.2(a)?600 nm???????????????????????????????
?? PLE??????? 7.5.2(b)?????????????? 7.5.2(a)?? PLE????????
450 nm??????????????????????? 7.5.2(b)?? 500 nm??????? PLE
???????????????????????????????????? 7.5.2(b)? PLE???
????? 7.5.2(a)? PLE???????????? PLE???????????????????
?? PL???????????? 470 nm??? PL???????????????? 7.5.2(c)??
???? PL??????? 7.5.2(a)?? 7.5.2(b)????????????????????550 nm
??? 560 nm?????????????????610 nm??? 625 nm????????????
????????????700 nm???? PL?????????????????? PLE????
??? 7.5.2(c)?????????? 7.5.2(a)?? 7.5.2(b)? PLE????????????????
??????? 450 ??? 455 nm?????????? 7.5.2(a)???? 7.5.2? PLE??????
??????????? 7.5.2(a)?(b)?(c) ? PLE ???????????????????????
? 7.5.2(a)? (c)?????????????? 1???????? Ce3+ ?????????????
??????????????????? 7.5.2(b)????????????????????????
????????(Gd0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ? PL??? PLE????????
???????? 2??????????????????












































? 7.5.2 (Gd0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ?????? PL ??? PLE ??
????PL ???????????????? ¸ex: ??? PLE ???????????????
???????
7.5 ?? PL??? PLE????? 115
7.5.3 ???????????????????






? 7.5.2(a)? 430 nm??????? PLE??????? 7.5.2(c)? 450 nm??????? PLE
?????????? 1 ?????????????????? 7.5.3 ???? Ce1 ? Ce2 ????
2 ?????????????????????? 2 ??????????????????????
Ce3+ ????????????? 7.1.2?????????????????????? Ce3+ ???




































? 7.5.3 (Gd0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ? PL?????????????????????
116 ? 7? (Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ?????
???? 7.5.2? PL????????????????????? PLE???????? 7.5.2(a)?
?? (b)? PL??????? Ce1??? Ce2????????? 7.5.2(c)? PL??????? Ce2
???????????????????????????? 7.5.2(c)???? (Gd0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3
? PL??????????????? Ce2?????????????????Ce2???????
????? 7.5.2(b)???? (Gd0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ? PL???????????????Ce1???
?????????????????????????????????? PL????????? 1?
? PL?????? 2????????????????????????????? 7.5.2(b)???
(c)? PL??????????? 7.5.2(b)?????? (7.5.1)?? 7.5.2(c)?????? (7.5.2)??























? 7.5.4?????????????????? 7.5.5??????PL?????????? (7.5.1)?
? (7.5.2)??????????????(Gd0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ???? Ce1??????? 2.21 eV
?561 nm?? 1.97 eV?629 nm??Ce2??????? 1.97 eV?629 nm?? 1.73 eV?717 nm????
????????Ce1? Ce2???????? 2????????????? 0.24 eV???????
?? 7.1.2???????? Ce3+ ? 4f?????????????????? 0.2»0.3 eV?????
??????? [141]???? Sr2SiS4 ???? Ce3+ ?????? 0.27 eV????????? [142]?
?????????????????????????? 7.5.4??????????????????
7.5.3??????????????????????????





















Photon energy / eV
 Experimental data






















Photon energy / eV
 Experimental data


















































? 7.5.4 (Gd0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ? 20 K???? PL????????????????????
????(a) ????? 430 nm?Ce1 ? Ce2 ????? 4 ??????????????????
(b) ????? 470 nm?Ce2 ????? 2 ?????????????????????????
????? Ce1????????????? Ce2?????????
118 ? 7? (Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ?????
4f1 ground state












? 7.5.5 ???????????????? (Gd0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ? PL ??????????
???????????
7.5 ?? PL??? PLE????? 119
??????????(Y0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ????? Ce1 ??? Ce2 ????????????
??????????????? 7.5.6???????? 7.5.7?????? PL??????????
????(Y0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ???? Ce1??????? 2.27 eV?546 nm?? 2.03 eV?611 nm??
Ce2??????? 2.04 eV?608 nm?? 1.80 eV?689 nm?????????Ce1? Ce2?????
?? 2 ????????????? 0.24 eV ??????? (Gd0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ????????






















Photon energy / eV
 Experimental data






















Photon energy / eV
 Experimental data


















































? 7.5.6 (Y0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ? 20 K ???? PL ????????????????????
????(a) ????? 430 nm?4??????????????????(b) ????? 470 nm?
2 ?????????????????????????????? Ce1????????????
? Ce2?????????
120 ? 7? (Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ?????
4f1 ground state












? 7.5.7 ???????????????? (Y0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ? PL???????????
??????????
? 7.5.1 (Gd0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ????? PL?? Ce1??? Ce2???????
(Gd0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 5d-4f (2F5=2) 5d-4f (2F7=2)
Ce1 2.21 eV?561 nm? 1.97 eV?629 nm?
Ce2 1.97 eV?629 nm? 1.73 eV?717 nm?
(Y0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 5d-4f (2F5=2) 5d-4f (2F7=2)
Ce1 2.27 eV?546 nm? 2.03 eV?611 nm?
Ce2 2.04 eV?608 nm? 1.80 eV?689 nm?
7.6 ? 7????? 121
7.6 ? 7?????
? 7??? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3??? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3????????????????? PL




????????????????????????????? Ce3+ ? 4f-5d???????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
????Gd4(SiS4)3 ??? Y4(SiS4)3 ?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? 4f???????????????????? 3??
???????????????????????????????????????????????
????(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ???????? Ce3+ ?????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????Ce?? x???????????????
????????? x = 0:1???? 39% ????? x = 0:15???? 62% ????????? Ce
?????????????????????????????????????(Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ?
?? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ????????????????????????????
(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? PL?????? Ce??????????? 575 nm
?? 595 nm?????? 545 nm?? 580 nm???????????????? Ce3+ ??????







???????????????????? (Gd0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ???
? 20 K????????? PL??? PLE??????????????????PL??? PLE?











124 ? 8? ???????????????
8.1 ??????
(Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????? ©0 ?????????????????????? 20 mg??????????
???? PLE????????????????????????????????????????
? 10 ml??????????? 10 ml??????? 18±C?????24 h????????????
???????????????????????? 50±C? 2 h?????????????????
??????????????????? ©??????
???????? Ce?? x = 0:01? (Gd0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3??????
???????????????? (Gd0:9Ce0:1)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y0:85Ce0:15)4(SiS4)3 ?????????



















? 8.2.1 ?????????????? ©0 ?????????????? © ????????
?????????????????????? (Ca0:99Eu0:01)2SiS4?(Ba0:99Eu0:01)2SiS4 ???
(Ba0:99Eu0:01)Si2S5 ???????????????? 40% ?????????????????
? 1% ?????????????????????????????????????????
Eu2SiS4 ??????????????????????????? 2% ???????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
(Gd0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ? (Gd0:9Ce0:1)4(SiS4)3 ?? Eu2SiS4 ??????????????????
?????(Gd0:9Ce0:1)4(SiS4)3 ???????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????(Y0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ???
(Y0:85Ce0:15)4(SiS4)3 ??????????????????????????????? ©=©0 ?





126 ? 8? ???????????????
8.3 ? 8?????
? 8 ?????????????????????????????? (Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ???
(Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ??????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
?? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5?(Ba,Eu)2SiS4 ??? (Ca,Eu)2SiS4 ????????????????????
????????????????(Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ??????????????????????
(Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ?????????? 1????????????????????????????










? 2???? 3 ??? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ????? 5 ???? 8 ??? (Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ??????
(Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ???????????????????????????????????????
????????????? LED???????????????????????????????
???????????????????? 4???????? Si???? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ??????
????????????????????????? EL????????????????????
?? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ????? Si????????????????????Si??? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?
????????? EL?????????????????????? EL????? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5
???????? Eu2+ ???? 5d-4f?????????????????????????????
?????
128 ? 9? Si??? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ???????????????????????????
9.1 ?????? EL????
???????????? (EL)???????????????????????????????
?????? 2??????????????1????? EL???? EL?????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????












(i) 背面電極 (~ 0.2 µm)  (ii) 絶縁層(~ 0.5 µm)
(iii) 発光層 (~ 1 µm) (iv) 絶縁層(~ 0.5 µm)







? 9.1.1 ????? EL?????
(i) 背面電極
( ii ) 絶縁層(~ 40 µm) (iii) 発光層(~ 40 µm)






? 9.1.2 ????? EL?????
? 9.1.1???? 9.1.2???????????????? EL????????????? EL??
??????????????????? 0.5-1 ¹m ???????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????







? 9.1.3 ?????? EL ?????????????????????????????????
































? 9.1.3 ????? EL???????????????????????????
130 ? 9? Si??? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ???????????????????????????
9.2 Si??? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?????? EL????
????? EL???????????????????? Si??? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ????????
?? EL?????????Si??? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?????? 9.1.1?????? EL??????
?????????? 9.2.1?????? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????? 9.1.2???????
?? EL?????????? EL??????????? EL??????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????Si
??? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?????????????????????????????????????
?? EL??????????????????????? EL???????????180 V?1 kHz
????????????????????????????????
(i) 背面電極 (ii) Si 基板 (iii) (Ba,Eu)Si2S5蛍光体層







? 9.2.1 Si??? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?????? EL????????
?????????? EL ?????? 9.2.2 ????????????????????????
????????????????? SiO2 ?? 2?? Si?????? Si???Silicon On Insulator:
SOI????????SOI ????????? 640 ¹m ???????? Si ?????? SiO2 ???










? 9.2.2 Si??? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?????? EL?????
???????? 9.2.3 ???????ITO ????????? 10 mm£25 mm ????????


















? 9.2.3 Si??? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?????? EL??????
SOI???? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ??????? 4?????????????????????????
???????BaS:32 mg?EuS:4 mg??????? SOI??? 750±C? 5 h????????? X
????????? SOI????????????? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ???????????? 9.2.4?
SOI???????? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ???????????????????? 9.2.4(a)??????
???????????????????????????? 9.2.4 (b)???????? SOI????
?????????????????????????????? 9.2.4(b)?????????? 2 ¹m
?????????????????????????? EL???????????????????
???????????????????????? SOI????????????????????
??????????????? SOI???? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ??????????? Si??????
?????????????
1.25 µm 2 µm
(a)蛍光体層表面 (b)蛍光体層断面
? 9.2.4 SOI???????? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?????a? ???(b) ??????????????
132 ? 9? Si??? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ???????????????????????????
9.3 EL???????
? 9.3.1??????? EL??? EL????????????????? 180 V? 1 kHz???
?????????????EL ?????? PL ???????????????(Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ??






































? 9.3.1 SOI ??? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?? EL ??? EL ???????????? Si ???
(Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ????? PL ??????????????????????????????
???????
9.4 ? 9???? 133
9.4 ? 9????
Si ??????????????????????????????????????? Si ???
(Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?????????? EL????????????????????????????
??????????? SiO2 ?? 2?? Si?????? Si???Silicon On Insulator: SOI????
(Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????SOI??????????????????????????
? 2 ¹m??????????????SOI???????????????????? PL?????















Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5(x: Eu??)???????????????BaSi2S5 ?????? C2?????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
EuSi2S5 ???????????Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ??????? Eu?? (0 · x · 1)???????
??????Ba2(1¡x)Eu2xSiS4 ?????????????? Eu?????????????????
? (Ba,Eu)2SiS4 ??? [105]?????????????????????????????????
?????BaSi2S5 ??? Raman??????????????????????????? BaSi2S5







Ba1¡xEuxSi2S5 ????????? 0:01 · x · 1 ? PL ???????? PLE ????????
??????????????? Eu2+ ? 4f??? 5d??????????????????????




??Eu ??? x = 0:01 ?? x = 0:2 ????????? 510 nm ?? 523 nm ??????????
136 ? 10? ??
x = 0:02?? x = 0:6???? PL?????? 523-524 nm????????x = 0:6?? x = 0:9?
??? 523 nm?? 500 nm??????????????????????????????? PL?
????????????????? PL??????????? 2????????????????
???????????? BaSi2S5 ??????? 2?? Ba??????????????????
??? 2???????????????????????????????????????????
??????
? 4?: Si??? Eu???????????????????
Si???? Eu???????????????????????????????????????
???????? 750±C? 5 h????????????????? 12 h?????????????
??????????????? X???????? Si????? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?????????
??????????????????????????????????? BaSi2S5 ?? Ba????
Si ????????????????PL ??? PLE ???????????Si ??? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5
??? Eu? 1% ?????????????????????? EL???????????????
Si ??? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?????????? EL ???????????????? EL ?????
PL????????? EL?????????????????????????? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ?
??? Si????????????????
10.2 ?????????????????????
? 5 ???? 8 ??????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????




??????????????????????????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ??? Y4(SiS4)3??????
La6Si4S17?????? Ln6Si2:5S14(Ln = Gd or Y) ??????????????????????
?????????? (P21/n)?Gd4(SiS4)3 ??? Y4(SiS4)3 ??????????????????
?????????????? Ln6Si2:5S14(Ln = Gd or Y)???????????????????




? 6??(Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ??????????
Gd4(SiS4)3 ????? Y4(SiS4)3 ??? 3 ??????????? (Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ???
(Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ????????????????????(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ?? Ce?? x = 0:1?
(Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ?? Ce ?? x = 0:3 ??????????????????? P21/n?????
????????????? X????????????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ???????? a = 9:88 ºA?
10.2 ????????????????????? 137
b = 11:01 ºA?c = 16:47 ºA?¯ = 102:68± ??????????????????Y4(SiS4)3 ?????
X?????? Gd4(SiS4)3 ???????????? P21/n???????????????????
????Y4(SiS4)3 ??????????? P21/n???????????????????? X??
??????????????? Y4(SiS4)3 ???????? a = 9:81 ºA?b = 10:95 ºA?c = 16:37 ºA?
¯ = 102:83± ?????Ce ???????????? a?b?c ??????????? x = 0-0:1 ??
?????? 0.1% ?????????????????(Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ?? x = 0-0:3 ????
0.4% ????????????????????????????? Ce3+ ??????? Gd3+ ??
? Y3+ ???????? 9% ? 12% ?????????????
? 7??(Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ?????
(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ????????????? PL??? PLE???
????????????? PL ?????? Ce3+ ? 5d-4f (2FJ) (J = 5=2?7=2) ????????
?????????????PLE???????????????????????????????
?? 2????????????????????????????????????????????
?? Ce3+ ? 4f-5d??????????????????????????????????????






??Ce?? x???????????????????????? x = 0:1???? 39% ?????
x = 0:15???? 62% ????????????????????????????????????
????????????????(Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ?????????
???????????????????????????????? PL?????????????
??????????????????????????(Gd1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y1¡xCex)4(SiS4)3 ?
PL?????????????? PLE?????? Ce3+ ???????????????? Ce??







??????? (Gd0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ? (Y0:99Ce0:01)4(SiS4)3 ???? 20 K????????? PL
??? PLE?????????????????????? PL???????????? 2????
????????? Ce3+ ??????????????????????????? PL??????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????
138 ? 10? ??
? 8?????????????????
??????????????????????????? (Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ??? (Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3
???????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5?
(Ba,Eu)2SiS4 ??? (Ca,Eu)2SiS4 ???????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????(Gd,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ??????????
????????????(Y,Ce)4(SiS4)3 ?????????? 1????????????????






? 9??? Si???????? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
???
? 9??Si??? (Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ???????????????????????????
?????? SiO2 ?? 2 ?? Si ?????? Si ???Silicon On Insulator: SOI????
(Ba,Eu)Si2S5 ??????????????????????????????????????
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